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If you buy something from a Virgin link, Vox Media can earn you a commission. See our ethical statement. As good as products like the Bose QuietComfort Earbuds and AirPods Pro can be, it doesn't take spending about $200 to get a perfectly good set of wireless headphones. You can even drop below
the price level of Samsung's Galaxy Buds Plus and Jabra's 75th and still find something that will do the job very well. For this set of recommendations, I will stay under a $100 MSRP. You can find an endless list of true wireless headphones under this price on Amazon from random brands you've probably
never heard of. But I'm sticking with some proven and true companies that can be found in stores and have established customer service operations. Just because you're being sensible about money doesn't mean you have to stay on the lookout if something goes wrong. These selections won't
completely match the audio fidelity or deep bench features of the premium headphones. You'll give up things like active noise cancellation and wireless charging, but they're still very nice in their own right and you'll retain a lot of the convenience factor that makes true wireless buds so appealing to begin
with. The best cheap wireless headphones for 2020 OK, so maybe the combined blue/yellow/red looks like it came out of a Happy Meal, but at least there's also a black option. 1. Skullcandy Jib True Best cheap wireless headphones for $30 Skullcandy recently put its most affordable pair of true wireless
headphones yet. The $29.99 Jib True - available in black or this very careful mix of blue, red, and yellow attention - manage to offer a solid mix of specs and service sound quality. Battery life lasts up to six hours, has the STATUS QUO IPX4 sweat resistance rating, and you can use any of the
headphones independently. This last part is something that many more expensive headphones (hello, Jabra) still don't offer. The handset controls are not customizable, but Skullcandy packs in almost every feature you want (jump/back track, volume, voice assistant and play/pause) on the big single
button of each headset. They have been easy to memorize in my time testing the Jib True buds. If there's a hang-up with Jib True, it's that Skullcandy hasn't really optimized them for use with multiple devices. While more expensive headphones tend to recall a handful of pairing sources, the company
recommends removing them from the current device's Bluetooth list before repairing them with another. It's not the end of the world, but it's also quite inconvenient. As for how they sound, I found the Jib True made for a solid seal in the ear with large layings included. This always helps with bass
response, and the Jib True definitely put most of its sound weight behind bass. It is to the point that the low end over-emphasized and away from medium and high frequencies. I guess this is partly intentional, since a more neutral sound signature would reveal the inherent weaknesses of the $30 headset.
The acoustic guitars have no warmth, and here everything feels like it happens in the middle of your head, so the sound stage is quite narrow. But... $30, folks. The Jib True headset never made me want to rip them out of my ears from audio agony, and I consider that a victory. I also didn't run into sync
problems watching videos, and their connectivity proved robust and reliable when walking the busy streets of Brooklyn. Perhaps most surprising of all, Skullcandy backs up these $30 headphones with a two-year warranty. If I have a gripe, it is that they use a Micro USB connector. We're supposed to be
way past that now, but I can forgive you for the price point. If you're willing to spend more, stepping up to Skullcandy's most expensive headphones like the $50 Evo Sesh will make you improve audio and other features, such as integrated tile tracking. Prices taken at the time of publication. Skullcandy's
Jib True proved it's possible to make true nice wireless headphones for $30. $30 at Best Buy $29 at B&amp;amp;B H Photo Unlike the original OnePlus buds, OnePlus Z buds have silicone tips for a seal in the ear. 2. OnePlus Buds Z Great cheap wireless headphones for $50 Jokes about your problems
with customs aside, I wasn't thrilled with the original OnePlus buds. The one-size-out hard plastic headphones never work well for me, and these were no exception. But the new (and less expensive) OnePlus Buds Z, on the other hand, are a much better fit. These have traditional silicone tips and sit more
surely in your ears. Despite its $49.99 price tag, the OnePlus Buds Z includes convenience features such as automatic pause when removing an handset, and also support Android's NFC-based fast pair for quick setup. And they are rated a surprisingly durable IP55 for dust and water resistance, making
them a good selection for workouts – as long as it's ok with no ambient sound mode. Battery life is probably their biggest weakness. OnePlus estimates that they can last up to five hours of continuous playback, but I've averaged more than four hours so far. But at least get several full top-ups of the case,
which the company says has 20 hours worth of juice. The controls are also somewhat rudimentary. Out of the box, all you can do is double tap to skip tracks. If you're using an Android phone that's not made by OnePlus, you can install the HeyMelody app to set up the headphone tap controls a little
OnePlus phones will allow you to do so once your headphones are plugd in. I've been very pleased with how the OnePlus Buds Z sound. Again, the emphasis is on (and the temper is boosted), but it's not as blatant as with the $30 Skullcandys. Watching videos across a few devices worked fine, and I had
no connectivity issues. In addition, unlike the Skullcandys, OnePlus Z buds work very well with more than one device. You can press for three seconds any headset to switch back and forth between the two most recently paired devices. Prices taken at the time of publication. The OnePlus Buds Z get the
basics right if you can tolerate your limited controls. $50 at B&amp;amp; H Photo $50 at OnePlus 1More's ColorBuds combine very good sound quality with a touch of style that many headphones in this price range don't have. 3. 1More ColorBuds Best Cheap Wireless Headphones for 1More Style is one
of those companies that has been quietly making great audio products for a long time. With the ColorBuds, the focus is on comfort - each shoot weighs just 4.1 grams, barely more than an AirPod - and is seen. Sound quality is also a clear step above the previous two selections, more clearly, a wider
sound stage and more nuances in general. (There's still a lot of low kick, though.) You'd expect a good sound at your $100 price, and these come through. Battery life is up to six hours of continuous listening (22 with the case), and ColorBuds will qualify IPX5 for water resistance and sweat. While most of
the selections on this list support standard AAC and SBC Bluetooth codecs, 1More adds Apt-X to the mix on Android. ColorBuds are available in a handful of attractive colors that, combined with excellent price and performance, might be enough to sway some people towards them instead of AirPods.
Prices taken at the time of publication. The 1More Colorbuds combine outstanding style with very good sound quality. $80 at 1More $80 at B&amp;amp;P H Photo The long stems on Anker's Soundcore Liberty Air 2 headphones help the four microphones pick up the voice. 4. Anker Soundcore Liberty Air
2 The best cheap wireless headphones for voice calls Although press up against our $100 price ceiling, Anker's Soundcore Liberty Air 2 are still one of the best true budget pairs of wireless headphones on the market. They are a bit airpods in design, thanks to long stems, but this results in the best
microphone performance of anything in this price support. The Liberty Air 2 also has a long battery life, lasting up to seven hours of straight playback. (With the case, you get 28 hours of battery life in total.) The sound quality is nice, but falls short of what you'd get with 1More buds - and tap controls can
be a bit finicky sometimes. Prices taken at the time of publication. Anker's Soundcore Liberty Air 2 headphones do great and have great microphones for voice calls. $70 at Best Buy $70 on Amazon The Beats Flex are the first company headphones to use a USB-C connector. 5. Beats Flex Best
Neckband Neckband Style Wireless headphones Not everyone loves the concept of headphones without a wire that connects them, and if that's you, the recent Beats Flex are a great option – and that still applies for people with Android phones. These $50 neckbuds improve on older X beats in several
ways: they charge over USB-C instead of Apple's Lightning connector, have a battery life of up to 12 hours, and the built-in microphone is a reliable player for voice and zoom calls. Beats Flex sound better than AirPods and many headphones in this price range and beyond. They also have a convenient
automatic pause feature when the two headphones are joined through their magnetic connection. Connectivity is free of any abandonment or other issues, and iPhone owners can expect the usual instant setup process just by carrying the Beats Flex near their phone. But Beats also has an Android app
that lets you customize settings and shows the remaining percentage of battery. One drawback is that Flex buds are not classified for water or sweat resistance, so I can't recommend it for the gym. But outside of that, they are a great choice. Sometimes it's good to let the headphones hang around your
neck when not in use instead of merging with a charging box. Prices taken at the time of publication. Beats Flex neckband wireless headphones are a great choice regardless of the phone you're using. $50 at Best Buy $50 on Apple Sony's WF-XB700 are the best budget wireless headphones if you can
find them for sale. They offer excellent performance, constant adjustment and long battery life. 6. Sony WF-XB700 Headphones Best Cheap Wireless Headphones if you can find a deal I'm a big fan of Sony's true entry-level wireless headphones, the WF-XB700s. I've had a couple for a few months now,
and I've never had to put up up connection problems, battery frustrations, or other bugs. They also fit better and seal more tightly in my ears than almost anything on this list. Your results may vary, but there is something about design that works enormously well with my ears. The XB700 buds last up to
nine hours of continuous listening and have all the smell you could ever want. You can skirt too much, but Sony does a good job of not letting the bass take away from everything else. Averages and high frequencies do not drown. These headphones stay out of your ears a little more than most, and don't
have any kind of ambient sound mode – which some might see as a negative considering how good passive noise insulation is. I really like the matte finish on the XB700s and their and the buds are blocked in the case with a stronger magnetic traction than is typical; This has always ensured that juice as
expected. They use physical buttons on each headset for controls, which I prefer over tactile gestures. Technically, sonys retail for more than $100, but they are on for less regularly (recently as low as $68) it's still worth mentioning. There is a ton to like about them, even if there is nothing flashy about

them. They are a great example of Sony keeping things simple and doing it right. Photograph by Chris Welch / The Virgin Virgin
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